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“...Let us run with patience the race that is set before us.” Hebrews 12:1
by Eric S. Hadik

2016: The Golden Year
A New Golden Age?
An EXCERPT of INSIIDE Track 40-Year Cycle Analysis

2016: Golden Year
EXCERPT ONLY

Gold & Silver Phase II
Setting the Stage in 2014--2015

[See Full Report for Complete
& Detailed Analysis.]

Jan. 2014 - With Gold & Silver just coming through a pivotal
cycle - midway between 3--5 year cycle highs in 2011 and 3--5 year
cycle lows in mid-2015 - it is an appropriate time to pull together
some key analyses from the past couple years and look ahead to
what could be the most decisive cycle - in 2016.
2016 is the culmination of almost every 40-Year Cycle, dating back to 1776 and flowing through to 1976
(when the Jamaica Accord officially de-linked the Dollar from Gold) and is the likely time for Gold to enter a new
bull market. It may set its lowest low in 2015, but the real bull market is likely to be triggered in 2016...It should
give a good idea on the long-term outlook - for the rest of the 2010’s - for newer readers that have not been following and digesting all of this since 2011 (and before). Before reading this, it is recommended that other 40Year Cycle Reports & articles be read first, to provide proper context...

The Golden Year
In light of a myriad of diverse and/or related cycles, 2016 should be viewed as the ‘Golden Year’.
That is when so many cycles culminate and/or transition (often the most volatile period in a cycle).
If you look back at the recurring 40-Year Cycle, you should notice that the ‘6th’ year is when the
stuff really hit the fan. Following the Boston Tea Party of 1773, it was the American Revolution in 1776
that cast the die for the ensuing 200+ years. It was the first major battle in what would eventually morph
into a move toward a global monetary monopoly.
Considering that this entire war revolved around taxation and a government’s ability or inability to
control the population via currency control, it can be concluded that those on the side of an Honest Currency won this opening salvo convincingly - giving them the early lead…
Honest/Hard Currency: 1
Fiat/Fungible Currency: 0
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A Perfect Storm
10-30-12 - 2013--2016 is the culmination of a 40-Year Period of Testing from 1973--1976 - when the
U.S. began experimenting with a new kind of backing for the Dollar (or Federal Reserve Note, whichever you
prefer to call it): Oil… and the world restructured how Gold was priced.
However, there is no Fort Knox full of oil actually backing the Dollar. Instead, the entire backing hinges
on the promise of a nation that is growing rapidly more antagonistic toward the U.S. And, it is a nation ripe for
an ‘Arab Spring’ type of revolution. The only thing that has delayed an uprising was/is the spreading of
money to the population, a bribe that began in 2011 - when the handwriting appeared on the wall (the wall of
Egypt, the wall of Libya, etc.).
If/when there is ever an overthrow of the House of Saud, this willingness to prop up the American economy could disappear in a flash. Do you remember how in Egypt, Mubarak was not even completely overthrown and the masses were yelling for the nullification of the Camp David Accord? A similar thing could happen if/when Saudi Arabia falls.
...there are several other possibilities that could usher in a major, fundamental change in the structure of
the U.S. Dollar. Another has to do with what is truly backing the Dollar: DEBT. And, who holds - and continues to purchase - large chunks of this debt, even more than what the Treasury Dept. realizes? China. This is
why it is so intriguing - and potentially ominous - that unrelated cycles in the US Dollar, in Saudi Arabia, and in
China all converge...Economically and monetarily, it could be a different kind of ’Perfect Storm’.
Other possibilities - of which there are some additional, intriguing ones - will be discussed in future publications. One has to do with the inherent conflict of interest that is forbidden in the business world. According
to the WSJ (March 2012), the Fed is a massive purchaser of US debt - 61% of it in 2011...other nations are
becoming wary of our escalating infatuation with debt. For now, it is important to comprehend the significance
of the cycles that come into play in 2013--2016…

A Giant Week
I have previously described the principle of ‘Work for 6, Rest on 7th’ - the basis of the Jewish Sabbath.
This is a principle that applies on many levels, not just the 7 days of the week...The Cycle of 40 represents a
‘period of testing’ or a ‘period of preparation’. In some cases, this is a period of preparation for a larger endeavor or conquest. In other cases, it is a preparation for a form of consequence or judgment.
2013--2016 is the culmination of 6 periods of 40 Years (period of testing/preparation) from the period of
the Boston Tea Party & the American Revolution/Declaration of Independence.
Each of the 40-Year Cycles - within that 240-Year period (1813--1816, 1853--1857, 1893--1896, 1933-1934 & 1973--1976) - revealed landmark events for the currency - and the economic freedom - of the United
States. Many of these events could ultimately enslave the population.
And, each of these revealed the raging battle between advocates of an honest, hard, gold-based currency versus proponents of a paper, fiat (ultimately debt-based) currency.
2013--2016 is the culmination of this battle - for true and lasting freedom - and ushers in a time for a
‘rest’ or ‘sabbath’ from this battle. Barring an extremely unlikely truce being declared, there are only two ways
to accomplish this ‘rest’:
1 - Victory (return to Gold-backed currency).
2 - Defeat (demise of Dollar, as we know it).
2013--2016 represents a watershed time for America, for the U.S. Dollar… and potentially for the world.
And, this uncanny series of 40-Year Cycles only represents a small portion of the cycles that conclude this. IT
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The next major battle was a more insidious
one, ultimately lost in 1816 when the Second
National Bank (Bank of the United States) was
chartered.

It was the most lop-sided election - in
terms of Electoral Votes - in US history. Roosevelt took 523 Electoral Votes (98.5%) while his
opponent - Alf Landon - took a whopping 8
Electoral Votes. Now, that’s a landslide!

Since this would ultimately lead to a control
of the currency and a rejection of Gold & Silver,
it was a pivotal and devastating battle that resulted in almost 200 years of the ‘papers’ battling the metals and the fiats battling the hards.
1816 was the loss of a major battle for Gold &
Silver.

Honest/Hard Currency: 2
Fiat/Fungible Currency: 3
The banking battle against Gold had been
won (in 1816).
The political/practical battle against Gold &
Silver was won (in 1856).

Honest/Hard Currency: 1
Fiat/Fungible Currency: 1

And now, after a lone victory for Gold in
1896, the psychological/emotional battle against
Gold & Silver was won in 1936.

In the 1850’s, the US was again fighting
the battle against Gold & Silver, reducing the
weight of Silver in coins and effectively devaluing the currency. This resulted in 1857, in the
suspension of acceptance of payment in Silver.
Another battle lost by Gold & Silver.

All that was left was to encode this into US
& international law… exactly 40 years later.
Along came 1973, when a replacement
was found for Gold… Oil (and the three ‘D’s debt, debt & debt).

Honest/Hard Currency: 1
Fiat/Fungible Currency: 2

1973--1975 saw the phased-in agreement
to price oil in US Dollars - effectively backing
the US Dollar with oil - since a new backer was
needed before the old one could be completely
annihilated.

1896 was the political battle over Gold’s
place in backing the US Dollar.
William
Jennings Bryan built his campaign around his
goal and his pledge to end the Gold Standard.
He lost. Gold won an important battle, when it
looked like the integrity of the currency was
down for the count.

So just in case anyone missed the intention of this Oil/Dollar agreement, along came
the Jamaica Accord in 1976 - an international
agreement, delinking Gold from the US Dollar.

Honest/Hard Currency: 2
Fiat/Fungible Currency: 2

Honest/Hard Currency: 2
Fiat/Fungible Currency: 4

However, Franklin Roosevelt took up William Jennings Bryan’s cause but wisely waited
until after being elected to show/play his hand.
In 1933--1934, he banned the private holding of
real money (Gold & Silver) and confiscated the
citizens’ real wealth.

If this was a ‘best of 7 series’, the Fiats had
won. For whatever reason, however, they decided to schedule the 7th and final game - even
though the ultimate result had already been ascertained and assured.

In case there was any question as to
whether the majority of Americans favored or
opposed this action, the election of 1936 removed any doubt.
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I suspect that the ‘trophy’ will be awarded
at the culmination of that 7th ‘game’ - or battle in 2016!
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Currently (late-December into earlyJanuary), a myriad of Gold & Silver cycles are
bottoming and setting the stage for a rebound in
2014. However, there are two critical cycles - in
the next 15-18 months - that could & should
short-circuit the next rally.
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set an important low in 4Q 2014, set another
descending high in 1Q 2015 and - if those intervening cycles corroborate - set a 3--5 year low
in 3Q 2015.
But all eyes should be on 2016: The
Golden Year! IT

One of them comes into play in 3Q 2014
and should be monitored VERY carefully!

[End of Excerpt; Refer to Full Report 2016: The Golden Year - for many other details
& analyses, including specific downside targets
for Gold & Silver (in price & time).

Gold has just hit its seminal, 2+-year downside price target - setting the stage for an important bottom. January could provide confirming
action that - if it emerges - would signal longerterm traders to re-enter the long side for the first
time in years.

2016: The Golden Year includes detailed
analysis on major Middle East cycles, beginning
with ominous cycles for Syria - discussed for
several years. They, too, come to a head in
2016 - when dramatic events are expected!
2014 & 2015 should set the stage.

However, as already stated repeatedly,
there is the risk that Gold & Silver could accelerate through these downside targets and reach
their longer-term (2--4 year) downside targets
during this cycle low. Otherwise, 2Q/3Q 2015
would become the focus for a test of those levels...

Corresponding analysis - for the Dollar to
move higher in 2014 and potentially into late2015 - sets the stage for Gold to see increasingly more significant lows in late-2014 and mid
-2015...leading into the Golden Year: 2016! IT]

From a timing perspective, 3--6 month
swings are likely to remain in force with Gold &
Silver expected to turn back down in 3Q 2014,
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HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT
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